
Cycle investing. Feb 2023 

1. First question is: where are we in the cycle? 

a. Get data from FRED fred.stlouisfed.org  

2. Is it different this time? (a phrase I hate)  

a. Or at least what parts are different 

3. What are the foreseeable trends for 2023 ( first 6 months)  

4. Where are corporations spending money, where are they cutting back? 

5. Asset prices go up based on avalibility of money 

 

2. Is it different this time? 

 Everyone has been predicting a deep recession based on inflation and the higher cost of capital. 

But, not only have we NOT expereinced significant demand distruction, with China re-opening demand 

for commodites/ energy, travel will go up.  

 The USA is at or near full employment, wages continue to go up as companies ( even as they 

prepare for recession) are paying higher wages to attack employees.  

 Eureopean counties have mitigated the impact of the russian energy reductions.  

Instead of a recessionary period it feels like we are entering ( in) a inflationary period with high 

employment, which will have modest economic growth… best comparison is the late 1960’s 

 

 



    

 

 

 

3. Foreseeable trends 

 a. China re-opening. Leads to increase in commodity and oil prices,  

 b.  de-globalization: leads to  redundancies: more demand, lower earnings 

 c.  destruction of crypto leads to more money into risky stocks 

 d.  higher interest rates leads to less money in market, less in dividend payers 

If you could lock in 7% 30 year return how much less would you allocate to the market? 

               e. Transistion to green  

 f.  Baby Boomers continue to age and retire ---> health care, full employment  

4. where are corporations spending money, where are they cutting back? 

5. asset prices go up based on avalibility of money 

 a. Interest rates are going up 



 b. credit is both tightening and becoming more expensive 

  1. this should lead to less money investing in speculation, and more money iinto what is 

percieved to be a sure thing, with quantifiable results 

  2. Riskier investmnets wil have to give yuo (promise you) more return to attract your $$$   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

1. Where are we in the cycle????? 

a. USA 

b. China 

c. Europe 

2. https://www.capitalmarketassumptions.com/downloads/CMA2023_FullResearchPaper.pdf?mkt

_tok=NTA0LVpZSy0xNzMAAAGJx3W6EHQNtwGwamFEFvAO0O96ynTByY4Vnpnooy0ziHkqLKmFfA

4CW8WtPABgRqeuRPUY1AHfVUCovzPzhDQiw3qK2iQ1NdSvRmtjjDnp2L-OOME 

 

3.  

Inflation downtrending      inflation uptrending              inflation uptrending           inflation DT 

Growth uptrending              Growth uptrending                Growth downtrending       Growth  DT  

 



 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Conclusion: where are we in the cycle? 

 Feels like mid recession for historical reference 

 Doesn’t feel like a recession 

So what to invest in = ????  

Best stocks in the 60’s  

XRX +900%    tech 

MRK +460%  medical 

BP +278%    oil/gas 

HP +268%  tech 

IBM +136%  tech 

CAT +120%  industrial  

 

 

 

 


